The model forecast suggests a deterministic approach. Forecasting 
I. INTRODUCTION
In a Real-world, data exist in complexity, knowledge discovery processes typically involves pre-processing, learning, evolving, evaluation, and visualization. Therefore, typically, data mining platform must be capable of; addressing and handling complex model chains, provide transparency, flexibility and scalability in data handling, optimization of critical parameters and an easy-to-use environment. Depending on the type and nature of task, a user can interactively explore different domain-chain relating to knowledge discovery, inspect intermediate results, or even execute a highly automated data mining processes in batch mode. Thus an ideal data mining platform offers the above mentioned functions as a single tool-set, with cross validation capabilities [1] .
While we discuss the rationale behind multiple classifiers, limitations of individual classifiers cannot be ignored. The rationale behind the growing interest in multiple classifier systems (MCSs) is that the classical approach to designing a system, which focuses on the search for the best individual classifier, has some serious drawbacks. The primary being that the best individual classifier for the classification task at hand is very difficult to identify, and requires deep prior knowledge, in addition, a single classifier find it extremely difficult to exploit the complementary discriminatory information that other classifiers may be encapsulating [4] . A set of independent classifiers are handpicked and creatively bundled to produce or construct a high performance MCS system.
Multiple classifier systems is built & based on the combination of outputs from different but independent classifiers that consolidate/combine to form/make a set producing a high performance out, in the process making a high performance classification system. Generally most independent classifiers produce errors that depend upon the type of classifier. The challenge here is to reduce the error dependency of the individual classifier in an MCS. Our approach is to design MCS that is independent of errors. Based on the past work, we can say that the efficiency of multiple classifiers depends on how they explore independent errors. Previously single classifier with different parameter values was used and then through experiments parameters were optimized to meet the performance. The performance of single classifier system was limited. If we apply the same concept to the diverse fields then it may fail to meet the performance criteria even if all parameters and architectures have been fully optimized. In such situations, using multiple classifiers, one of the most significant advances in classification in recent years, proves to be better in terms of performance enhancement and improving generalization and prediction accuracies. [4] .
Specifically, we want to know whether generating accurate and diverse classifiers for ensembles, which prove to work well for accuracy improvement, guarantees that an ensemble performs better. More importantly, we need innovations on how effectively we design to design an ensemble and fusion of them for diverse classification problems. This paper is an attempt towards addressing some of these issues [7] .
II. COMPOSITE CLASSIFIER DESIGN CRITERIA
There are three primary criteria that have been applied in creating multiple classifiers:
1. Accuracy of the component classifiers, 2. Diversity of the component classifiers, and 3. Efficiency of the entire composite classifier.
The accuracy criterion arises from a desire to make the component classifiers independently accurate. The accuracy of the component classifiers has been regarded as the most important of the three criteria, and a great deal of effort typically goes to training the individual components to be highly accurate as independent classifiers.
If we had access to a classifier with perfect generalization performance, there would be no need to resort to ensemble techniques. The realities of noise, outliers and overlapping data distributions, however, make such a classifier an impossible proposition. At best, we can expect the classification accuracies to be higher. The methodology in multiple classifiers is to create and combine many classifiers and their outputs such that the overall combination improves the performance. This requires, however, that individual classifiers make errors on different instances. The intuition is that if each classifier makes different errors, then a strategic combination of these classifiers can reduce the total error. The overarching principal in ensemble systems is therefore to make each classifier as unique as possible, particularly with respect to misclassified instances. Specifically, we need classifiers with decision parameters which are adequately different from others i.e. diverse in some sense.
The diversity is important because if all the classifiers make the same errors cannot lead to any improvement in the accuracy and predictive accuracy of the combine prediction. There are many methods to generate diverse individual classifiers for ensembles.
The efficiency criterion is less often considered in composite classifier work, but arises from the general requirement that a classifier should use only reasonable amounts of time and memory for training and application.
Avoiding prohibitively expensive classifiers has been cited previously as a design goal. 
III. ISSUES REGARDING CLASSIFICATION AND PREDICTION
1. Pre-processing of the data in order to have quality decisions from quality data.
2.
Attribute relevance analysis-Remove the irrelevant or redundant attributes 3.
How to make data suitable to mining? i.e. through Data transformation-Generalize and/or normalize data and 4.
Mining on which kinds of attributes-Numerical attribute income Þ categorical {low, medium, high} 5.
How to normalize when all numerical attributes are there and how to transform them into the range between [0, 1]. Along with these following are important requirements which should be met. 
IV. FEATURE SELECTION
When we have a dataset with various attributes, we would like to check, whether all of these attributes are really relevant and required, or whether we can get a better model by removing some of the original attributes. This task is called feature selection and the Genetic Algorithm is one of the approach that can solve it [6].
In feature selection process we try to identify and remove as much irrelevant and redundant features as possible. This reduces the dimensionality of the data and enables learning algorithms to operate faster and more effectively. Generally, features are characterized as:
1. Relevant: These are features which are required for classification and have an impact on the output and their role can not be assumed by the rest. 2.
Irrelevant: Irrelevant features are those by removing them, have no impact and influence on the output, and whose values are generated at random for each example. 3.
Redundant: A redundancy exists whenever a feature can take the role of another (perhaps the simplest way to model redundancy) [8] . 
General Characteristics of Feature Selection Methods:
Feature selection aims to search the relevant features in the feature space From the point of view of heuristic search, Blum and Langley argue that the following four issues, which affect the nature of the search, can characterize any feature selection method.
1. Depending on the starting point, the search direction will vary. 2. The organization of the search procedure. Obviously, if the number of features is too large, the exhaustive search of all the feature subspace is prohibitive, as there are 2N possible combinations for N features. Recommended method is heuristic search rather than exhaustive search.
3. The evaluation strategy. How feature subsets are evaluated is an important problem. As for classification, the ideal feature subset should have the best separation of the data.
4. The criterion for stopping the search. Various criteria to be decided e.g. performance, no. of generations, no change in error or performance.
[6] [8].
V. DESIGNING NN ENSEMBLES
More systematic and efficient methods for designing classifier ensembles is still expected. Neural network ensembles, and other classifier ensembles alike, are typically designed heuristically in two steps: first generating individual classifiers, and then combining the outputs of the individual classifiers, for example, by simply averaging. While generating the classifiers, one has to focus on accuracy and diversity of the individual classifier as far as possible. The underlying hypothesis is that as long as the individual classifiers are reasonably accurate and diverse, the resulting ensemble will be more accurate. Although general relationship between ensemble accuracy and the diversity is still not clear, such design approach (generating accurate and diverse individual classifiers) can often time yield an ensemble that is more accurate than individual classifiers. Simply generating diverse individual classifiers may not result in an ensemble that optimally meets the performance requirements. Instead, we argue that the individual classifiers need to be designed by directly targeting to meet the performance requirements in addition to having the normal properties, i.e., reasonable accuracy and high possible diversity. To achieve this, we combine performance requirements into the actual process of feature selection to ensure better performance with individual classifiers [8] [13] .
Algorithm:
Step 1 i.
Use Feature Selection based on Genetic Algorithm from training data ii.
For random sample with replacement n times iii.
Run GA based feature selection iv.
Save the selected feature set v.
End for loop
Step 2 i. Train the Ensemble (NNs) after feature selection
Step 3
ii. Testing data iii.
Test the Ensemble (NNs) after training and aggregate the result from base learners (NNs)
Step 4
i. Produce the result as accuracy, ROC curve.
Three important diversity measures in designing individual neural networks:
1) Each neural network in the ensemble should be checked with different parameters and architectures i.e. with a different number of hidden neurons in the hidden layer, with a different learning rate and activation functions. 2) Each neural network in the ensemble should be trained with a dataset that is randomly sampled from the original training data. 3) Each neural network in the ensemble should be checked with different subset of features, which is selected using one generation (iteration) of genetic algorithms (GA) based feature selection.
Fitness function is the actual driver of the genetic algorithm and unlike GA-based feature selection for ensembles which was used previously where the fitness function is either accuracy or some combination of accuracy and diversity of the classifiers, we set the fitness function of GA min FPR subject to a TPR during feature selection process to be exactly match up with the performance requirement,.
The design consists of three main steps: 1) GA-based feature selection, 2) network training, and 3) classifier testing. In the feature selection step, we run GA-based feature selection different number of times to obtain different sets of features, each of which is used for one individual classifier (neural network). Each GA run uses a different set of data along with a different random initial population. The mechanism for obtaining data sets are obtained by random sampling with replacement strategy to obtain the original data set n times, where n is the number of examples in the training set [6].
In the training step, each neural network with different number of hidden neurons, learning rate and activation functions is trained independently using the entire training data. The number of inputs for each individual neural network is different feature sets that GA selected. The trained networks are then tested using the testing data set. The outputs of the networks for each case are combined by some way like majority voting or simple averaging to arrive at the output of the ensemble. By varying decision threshold and applying against the ensemble outputs, a set of TPR-FPR pairs is obtained, thus the ROC curve can be generated.
The main difference between the proposed suggested method and the past methods is the use of the different fitness functions for GA feature selection. In the conventional design, the fitness function of GA is the training set accuracy and here we suggest some diversity measures for GA: TPR, the kappa statistic, and the fail/non-fail disagreement. 
VI. DATASETS

Iris Plants Dataset
VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS (RESULTS)
The results on the IRIS data classification problem suggest that the results are acceptable and are good; however the scalability of the algorithm needs to be proved with more difficult classification problems. 
Details of IRIS
Performance analysis based on Iterations
Other parameters are same for below throughout the training. 
IX. CONCLUSION
In our paper, we have considered measure of diversity in the architecture and parameters of the classifier and its relation with accuracy. As diversity increases the generalization abilities and predictive accuracy is expected to be improved. We have also used genetic algorithm as a search strategy for ensemble feature selection. It was shown in experiments that it results in better ensembles having greater accuracy across the domains, especially data sets with large number of features. Accuracy on the training set is increased for AdaBoost with MLP as a base classifier compared to ID3 while the accuracy of the test set is consistent. Diversity can be used to measure the growth and the potential for improvement on the overall combination of the classifiers. 
